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A SIMPLICIAL ALCORITFIM FOR Tl~E NONLINEAR STATIONARY
POINT PROBLEM ON AN UNBOUNDED POLYiIEDRON'
Y- DAIt, G. VAN nEn LAAN3, A. J. 1. TALMAN!{, ANI) Y. YAMAMOTOt~

Abstract. A path-following algorithm is proposed for finding a solution to the nonlinear stationary
poinl prnblem on an untwunded, convex, and pointed polyhedron. The algorithm can xtart at an arbitrary
point of the polyhedron. The path to be followed by the algorithm is described as thc path of zeros of some
piecewise continuously diflerentiahle function defined on an appropriate suhAivided manifold. This manifold
is induced by a generalized primal-dual pair of suhdivided manifolds. The path nf zeros can he approRimately
followed by dividing [he pnlyhedrnn into simplices and replacing Ihe original function by Its piecewise
linear approximation with respect to this suhdivision. The piecewise linear path of this function can he
generatcd by alternating replacement steps end linear programming pivot steps. A condition under which
the path of uros converges to a solution is also stated, and a dexcription of hnw the algorithm operates
when the problem is linear or when the polyhedron is the Cartesian produa of a polytope and art unhounded
polyhedron is given.

Key words. simplicial algorithm, stationary point problem, suhdivided manifold, convergence condition

AMS(MOS) snDJed clas~lfications. 90A14, 90A30, 90A33

1. Introduction. Let K be a convex polyhedron in R". We assume that K is
unbounded and pointed, i.e., K has at least one vertex, and that K is represented 6y
the set {xeR"~A'xsb}-{xeR"~(o;)'x~6, for i-1,~..,m}, where A is an nxrn
matrix consisting of column vectors a; for i- I, ., m, and b - (b, ,-- , 6",)' is an
m-vector. Further, let J be a continuously difterentiable function from K to R". Then
the (noniinear) sfafionary poinr problem for J on K is to find a point x in K such that

(z-x)j(x)i-0

for any point z ín K. We call x a srafionary poinf ofJ on K. If the function J is afTine
on K, we call the problem the linear sfafionary poinr prnblem. The stationary point
problem on an unbounded convex polyhedron is frequently met in mathematical
programming, for example, to find a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point for an optimization
problem with linear constraints.

To solve the nonlinear stationary point problem on K we propose a path-following
algorithm. Such an algorithm lraces the set of zeros of a piecewise continuously
difierentiable function g defined from an (n f I)-dimensional subdivided manifold to
R". In case the zero vector is a regular value of the function g there exists a path of
zeros initiating from an arbitrarily chosen point in K. The (n f 1)-dimensional sub-
divided manifold is induced by a generalized primal-dual pair ofsubdivided manifolds,
where the primal sets are determined by the faces of K and the dual sets are determined
by the normal cones of these faces. A primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds is a
basic framework in path-following techniques for finding fixed points or solving
stationary point prohlems (see, for example, [lJ, [2], [4], [7]-[9J, and [10]).

' Received by the editors October l0, 19R9; accepted for publication (in revised form) Auguct 16, 199(1.
t Institutc uf Socio-Econumic Planning, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Ibaroki 10í, )apan.
S Department of [conometrics, Vrije Universileil, P.O. Box 716t, 11107 MC Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
4 Departmenl nf Fconometrics, Tilburg University, P.O. Roa 90153, StNN1 LF TilAurg, the Netherlands.
11 Tho research of this author was partly supported hy Aleaander von Humboldt-Sliftung while he visited

Forschungsinstitut fur Diskrete Mathematik~ Inxtitut fur Ókonometrie und Operalionx Research, Univerxitát
óonn, Federal Republic of Gcrmany.
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The path S of zeros of the function can he approximalcly followed hy a simplicial
algorithm. This algorithm suhdivides first the set K into simplices in some appropriate
way and replaces the function ( hy its piecewise linear approximation .~ with respect
to this triangulation. For this function Ihe path of zeros of g becomes piecewise linear
and can therefore he followed by making alternating replacement steps and linear
programming pivot steps for a sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension.

Since the set K is unhounded, the path S may diverge to infinity. We state a
simple condition on the function under which the path S is bounded and therefore
leads from the starting point to a solution of !he problem. We also descrihe how the
algorithm should be adapted in case K is the Cartesian product of a polytope, i.e., a
bounded convez polyhedron, and an unbounded convex polyhedron, and under what
condition the path S is bounded for lhis case. We conclude the paper with a short
description of the algorithm when the functinn is alFine on K. The convergence condition
for this problem is related to the well-known condition of copositive plus in case of
the linear complementarity prohlem. ~

This paper is a generalization of path-following tcchniques introduced earlier for
solving stationary point prohlems. In [RJ such a method has heen proposcd for the
linear stationary point prohlem on a polytope. In [7] the nonlinear stationary point
prohlem on a polytope was treated. Finally, in [ I J a palh-following algorithm for the
linear stationary point prohlem on a polyhedral cone was introduced.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews a hasic theorem for
path-following algorithms and extends the concept of a primal-dual pair of suhdivided
manifolds. in 4 3 we descrihe the generalized pair of primal-dual subdividcd manifolds
which will underlie the algorithm. Section 4 dcfines the path of zeros leading from an
arbitrary point to eilher infinity or a solution. We describc how this path can he
approximately followed hy a simplicial algorithm. In 6 5 we state a convergence
condition guaranteeing that the path is bounded. Finally, éá 6 and 7 discuss lhe cases
when K is the product of a polytope and a convez polyhedron and when J is afTine
on K, respectively.

2. Generalization of the primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds. We shall hriefly
review a basic theorem for path-following algorithms and extend the concept of the
primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds introduced hy Kojima and Yamamoto [4).

We call an 1-dimensional convex polyhedron a cell or an 1-cell. When a cell X is
a face ( see, for example, [tíJ) of a cell Y, we write X 5 Y. We denote X ~ Y when X
is a proper face of Y. Particularly whcn an (I - I)-cell X is a face of an I-cell Y, we
call X a .jacet of Y and denote it by X a Y.

A collection .Y of cells of the same dimension, say f, is called an 1-dimensional
subdivided manifold if it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) any two cells of .Y intersect in a common face unless the intersection is empty,
(2) any facet of a cell of .f lies in at most two cells of .~
(3) each point of cells of ~ has a neighborhood which intersects finitely many

cells of .̀P.
We denote the collection of all faces of cells of ~ by .~, i.e.,

~-{X ~ X is a face of some cell of .Y},

and the union of all cells of ~ by ~..̀~, i.e.,

~.~ - ~J [ X ~ X is a cell of .~J.

It is noteworthy that .~ consists of cells of various dimcnsions. By the second and
most crucial condition, each ( I - I)-cell of .Y lies in either one or two I-cells of J'. We
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refer to the collection of those ( l- I)-cells lying in exactly one 1-cell of `1' as the
baundary of ~ and denote it hy d.~, n continuous mapping g from ~.J'~ into R" is
piecewi.se continunuslJ~ di-(jerentiahle (abbreviated by PC') on ..~ if the restriction of g
to each cell of .~P has a continuously difterentiable extension. We denote the Jacobian
matrix of g at a point x of a cell C of ~ by Dg(x; C). A point cE R" is a regulor
value of the PC' mapping g: ~~~ ~ R" if

xEB~CE~ and g(x)-c imply dim{Dg(x;C)y~yEB)-n.

We now state one of the basic theorems for a path-following algorithm [2].
THFnRFM 2.1. Let ~ be an (nf 1)-dimensional subdivided monijald in same

Euclidean space and lel g: ~.~P~ ~ R" be a PC' mapping. Suppase c E R" Ís a regular value
ojg and g-'(c);~ (~}. Thrn g-'(c) is a dÍSjoint urlion Ojpaths and IoOps, N~here a parh is
a connecred ane-dimen.sional manijnld homeomorphic ta one ajthe interval.s (0, 1), (0, 1],
and [0, I], and a loop is a cannected one-dimensional manijold homeamarphic ta Ihe
ane-dimen.cional sphere. Furthermore, g-'(c) ha.c rhe jallowÍng properries:

( I) g'( e) fl X is either empty or a di.cjaint union njsmaalh one-rnanijolds for each
XE~;

(2) n laap ojg-'(c) daes nat intersect ~~3.Y.'~,
(3) ija parh S ajg-'(c) is rnmpact, rhe houndary r7S njS rnnsisrs aj twa disrincr

poinLS in ~r3 `~.
We first generalize the primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds proposed in [d].

In [4] the dual operator relating a pair of subdivided manifolds was assumed to satisfy
several conditions including one-to-one. We witl here relax these conditions. Let ~
and ~i be subdivided manifolds. A dual operator, say d, is defined on ~ and assigns
to each cell of ~ either the empty set or a cell Y of 91 such that for some fixed positive
integer l, called the degree,

dim X f dim Y- 1

holds. We denote the image of X E ~ under the operator d by X". When a pair of
subdivided manifolds ~ and ~ is linked by such an operator d, we call the triplet
(PP, ~; d) a generalized primal-dual pair ojsubdivided manijold.s, GPDM for short. We
allow a dual operator to assign the same cell of ~ to more than one cell of ~, that is,
to be a noninjective dual operator. Letting

(2.1) ,~-{X XX"IXE~,X"~~i}.

the conditions required for ~ to be a subdivided manifold are given in the next lemma.
LrMMn 2.2. Suppn.ce (~, 9i; d) is a GPDM N'ith degree L Ler .~ be defined by

(2.1). 711en .`f is an I-dimensional subdivided manijold ijand anlv ijjar every (1- 1)-cell
X x Y oj..`~:

( I) Ihere are at ma.sf rwo cells Z oj ~.such thar

( 2.2 ) X a Z and Z'1 - Y,

(2) ij Y a X ", Ihen rhere i.s ar mnsl one cell Z oj ~ sari.cjl'ing (2.2).
ProoJ. Among the three conditions of a subdivided manifold the second one is

crucial and the others will be straightforward. Note that an (1- I)-cell X x Y of .~ is
a facet of an I-cell Z x Z`' of `~ if and only if either

(2.3)

or

( 2.4 )

X-Z and YcZ"

XaZ and Y-2"
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holds. From the first condition ( 1) it follows that Ihere are at m~st two cells Z x Z''
of .`~ satisfying ( 2.4). Furthermore, condition (2) means that there is at most nne such
cell if a cell Z x Z'' - X x X`' satisfying (2..1) exists. Therefore we have shown th:~t
X x Y lies in at most two I-cells of J'.

The "only if" part is readíly seen by the same argument. ~
The following lemma characterizes the cells constituting the houndary r3.:f' of J'.
Lrnan~w 2.3. An (1- I)-cell X x Yqj.Y'helnnR.c tn rhe ónundan~ ra.`Pnj.Y'ijond nnlt~

ij rbe jollnN~ing eonditinn.c hnld :
(1) ij Y a X", rhen there i.c nn cell Z nj ~ .cati.cjyinR ( 2.2),
(2) ij Y~X", rhen rhere is exacrly nne cell Z nj~ .cnii.cj~.inR (2.2).

3. Construcfion of a CPDM. In what follows, we shall present a suhdivision of
the polyhedron K and construct a GPDM having thís suhdivision as the primal
subdivided manifold. We assume that K is unhounded.

It is well known that K can he decomposed into a polytope and à polyhedral
cone C containing the dircctions of all rays in K, and that C is givcn hy C -{x ~ A'x s 0}
(see, for example, [6]). Since K is pointed, the cone C of rays is also pointed, namely,
C fl (-C) -{0}. Indeed, suppose that r e C fl (- C) and consider two points v f r and
v- r for an arbitrarily chosen vertex v of K. Since r and -r e C, both of these two
points lie in K. If r~ 0, then the point v would be a middle point of these pnints,
which contradicts the fact that v is a vertex.

Let w be an arhitrary point of K. In the algorithm proposed helow for solving
the stationary point problem on K the point w will be the starting point. For some
strictly positive m-vector y, let h -- i1y and let H" - {x~ h'x - h„} he a hyperplane for
some positive number h,,. We can see that if h„ is su(Ticiently large, this hyperplane
intersects every unbounded face of K while the negative halfspace H-{x ~ h'x ~ h„}
contains w and all vertices of K in its interior and hence all hounded faces of K. To
see this, let r be a nonzero vector of C' Since C is pointed, A'r ~ 0. More prccisely,
A'r ~ 0 and (o,)'r ~ 0 for at least one column a, of A. Then, by the definition of h,

(3.1) 1~'r -- y'A'r 7 0.

Therefore, when h„ is large enough for the interior of H to contain all vertices of K
and K~, the hyperplane H" intersects every unbounded face of K.

Now we introduce several notations. Let H' -{.r ~ h'x ? h„} bc the positive half-
space of N". For any face F of K, let

F- - {z~xE Ffl H-},

F"-{x~xeFf1H"),

and

F' -{x~xe Ff1H`}.

Note that if some face F is entirely includcd in H, then F- F For an arbitrary
subset G of K, we denote the convex hull of G and w by wG. Let

(3.2) ~-{wF-~wE FaK}U{wK"}U{K'}.
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It can easily be proved that ~ is a subdivided manifold with the same dimension as
K. Moreover, the collection ~ is equal to

~-{wF~~wé F~ K}

U{ wF"~ F is an unbounded face of K}

U{ F' ~ F is an unbounded face of K}
(3.3) U{ F"~ F is an unbounded face of K}

U{F-~wé Fc K}
U {w},

and

(3.4) ~~~ - K.

An example is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
To make the dual subdivided manifold 11, we subdivide R" in almost the same

way as in [ 1]. The normal cone at x E K to K ís defined to be
(3.5) N(x, K)-{y~y'(z-x)~O for every ze K}.

It is the cone of all outward normal vectors at x to K. lt is readily seen that normal
concs are identical at any relative interior point of a face F of K. Therefore we denote
it by F'. Letting

1( F) -{ i ~( a; )'z - h; for every x e F},

F2

Fic;. 3.1
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thcn we ohtain

F'-{~.~y- ~, i,:a,,i~.,~O foreach iel(F)1.
l ~~~~r~ 111

The dual subdivided manifold ~ is defined to be

(3.6)
9i -{{ u}' ~ u is a vertex of K}

U{F~f(h)~F is an extreme ray of K},

where

(3.7) (!r)-{y~y-ah for some a?0},

being the ray in the direction h. Then 91 is obviously an n-dimensional subdivided
manifold, ~

( 3.8 )
~-{F'~F~K}

U{F'-~(h)~F is an unbounded face of K},

and

(3.9) ~91~ - R".

For constructing a GPDM it remains to define an operator d linking the suhdivided
manifolds !P and 91. Let

(wF )''-F' if N~EFcK;

( N~F")" - F' f(h) if F is an unbounded face of K;

( F' )" - F` f(h) if F is an unbounded face of K;
(3.10)

(F )'~ -Q7 if wé Ft K;

(F")" -Q} if F is an unbounded face of K;

({w})'~ -{Z.

Thcn the dimensions of a cell X in ~ and its dual cell X" in ~ sum up to n f 1 if
X'' is nonempty, that is, the GPDM ( ~, 9i; d) constructed above has degree nf 1. Lct
.~N be the collection of (nft)-dimensional cells defined by (2.t) for this
GPDM (!P, ~i; d). We shall show that - fI is an ( n f 1)-dimensional subdivided manifold
by demonstrating that the GPDM ( ~, 91; d) satisfies the conditions of
Lcmma 2.2.

LFMMn 3.1. Fnr any n-cel! X x Y oj.,ll derived jrom ( 3.3), (3.8), and (3.10), lhe
twn condirinns ( 1) and (2) oj Lemma 2.2 are .carisfred.

Proof. From the definition of the dual operator d it follows that if at least two
cells of ~ are mapped to an identical cell they must be equal to wF" and F' for some
unbounded face F of K. This means that condition ( 1) of Lemma 2.2 is satisfied. Next,
suppose that there are two diRerent cells Z, and Z2 in ~ satisfying (2.2). Then, Z, - wF"
and Zi - F' for some unbounded face F of K. Since X is a facet of both Z, and Zz,
X must be F" and hence X'' - 0. This proves that the second condition of Lemma
2.2 ís also satisfied. 0
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Thus we have seen that .~ll is an (nf I)-dimcnsional subdivided manifold as an

immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. Iiy applying Lemma 2.3 to the GPDM (~, 91; d)
considered here, we obtain the following lemma.

LFMMA 3.2.

(3.11)

and

B.,[l -{{w} x F'~ wé Fc K, dim F-0}

U{{w}x(F`f(h))~FisanexrremerarojK}

U{ F' x F` ~ F i.s an unóounded jace oj K}

U{F- x F'~ wé F~ K}

U{ wF'~ x F` ~ w e F, F és an unbounded jace aj K}

U{wF-xG`~weG, wéFcG,G~K},

~~..~í~ -(LJ [{ w} x{ u}`) u i.s a uerre.r oj K, v;f w])
(3.12) U(U [{w} x( F` t(h)) ~ F is an exlreme ray oj K])

U(U[FxF'~{w}~F~K]).

Note that

~d.~lf~~({w}x(R"`{w}`))U(U[FxF`~{w}~ F5K]).

4. Path-following technique. Let ..l[ be the (n f 1)-dimensional subdivided mani-
fold obtained from the GPDM (~, ~; d) as described in the previous section, and let
j be a continuously diHerentiable function from K into R". To find a stationary point
ofj on K, we consider the system

(4.1) 8(x.y)gj(x)fy-o, (x,y)E~~~-
1f 0 E R" is a regular value of the mapping g, then from applying Theorem 2.1 to system
(4.1) we obtain that g-'(0) consists of disjoint paths and loops. Suppose the starting
point w is not a stationary point of j on K. Then we see from Lcmma 3.2 that
( w, -j( w)) E g'(0) fl ~d.,![~. Consequently, the connected componcnt of g-'(t1) contain-
ing (N-, -~(w)) is a path. In the following, we denote this path by S. Also, according
to Theorem 2.1, if the path S is bounded, then it will provide a distinct end point
(x, y) in ~ra.ff~. Since ( x, y) satisfies the system of equations (4.1), y--j(x). If x- w,
(x, }-) would coincide wíth (w, -j(w)). Therefore, according to (3.12), (x, y) -
(x, -j(x)) lies in Fx F' for some face F of K and x is a stationary point of j on K.

To follow the path S in ~.,lf~, we subdivide K into simplices such that each cell
X in N~ is triangulated. An appropriate simplicial subdivision of K is obtained by first
triangulating the set K- as described in [7]. Note that the starting point w is a vertex
of this triangulation. In order to triangulate K', note that K` is the union of K"t(h)
and F' f(h) over all unbounded facets F of K. The subset K"t (h) can be triangulated
in exactly the same way as wK"; and each subset F' f(h) can be triangulated in a
similar way as wF- by using projections of w f h on the faces of F' instead of
projections of w on the faces of F-, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

Let J be the piecewise linear approximation ofj with respect to the triangulation.
Takingj instead off in ( 4.1), the path T ofsolutions to (4.1) originating at ( w, -j( w)) -
(w, -f(w)) is piecewise linear and can therefore be followed by making pivoting steps
in subsequent systems of linear equations. For ease of description we restrict ourselves
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Ft}-f ~ h. ~

K"f~h~

F3 f ch~

F1~.. a.t

to a polyhedron K for which none of the inequalities (a,)'x ~ h, is redundant and cach
vertex is an end point of ezactly n one-faces of K. To start the algorithm we first solve
the linear program

(4.2)

min j(w)'x

s.t. A'.r ~ h

h'x s h,,.

By the choice of h and h~, [his problem always has an optimal solution, which ís some
vertez, for instance v, of the feasible region. If the constraint h'x ~ h„ is no1 hinding
at v, v is a vertex of K itself and so we take F-{v} and find a one-dimensional
simplez rr of the triangulation in wF - wF- which has w as a vertex. Let us denote w
by w' and the other vertex of rr by w~. Let ~w be a dual optimal solution of (4.2)
corresponding to the kth constraint (ak)'.rshk. Then, barring degcncracy ~w ~0, if
and only if the kth constraint is binding at u, i.e., k E I( F). Then we see Ihat (A ~, A~)-
( I, 0) and p,w , k e I( F) satisfy the system of linear equations

1:
r A~ j(w ) } c a4 0
I-1 1 krl'F1~4 0 ~ ' .

When the constraint h'x ~ h„ is binding at v, v lies on an extreme ray of K. We take
the ray as F and find a one-dimensional simplex o containing w as a vertcx in H~F".
Let ta k, k E I(F), and a' be a dual optimal solution of (4.2) corresponding to the kth
constraint (a4 )'x s 6k and the last constraint h'x ~ h,,, respectively. Then we see that
(A' , A~)-(1, 0), ~ k, k e I( F), and a' are a solution of

1

l~l ~ ~ j( 1 )]} 4 c 11 F 1~4 [ ~,
f a~ O~ -~O~.
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In both cases we leave the starting point w hy increasing J1Z from zero. Note that (x, y),
which is (~;~ ~ A;w', ~;w~ I~I ~~(kow ) and (~;; -~ a;w', ~;k~ ~~F ~ N,~a~ f ah), respectively, is a
point on the path T as long as all variables remain nonnegative.

Now, in general, let (x, y) be a point on the path T. Then in some t-cell X of ~
there is a simplex o with vertices w', ..-, w"' such that x lies in v and f(.r) in X~.
Hence, there exist nonnegative numbers A' , i - 1, ..., r f 1, such that x-~; A' N~' and
~; A' - I. Moreover, if X- wF , there ezist nonnegative numbers 1eÁ , k E 1( F), such
that y-~4, I,I ~ Ea; a,,; and if X- N~F" or X- F', therc exist nonnegative numbers
~; , k E I( F), and a' such that ~~ - ~4, ,~f ~'(.w a„ f a'h. In case not all vertices of K
are determined by n one-faces of K, we refer to [7]. Since ( x, y) is a solution of (4.1)
with J' instead of j and J(.r) -~;; A!J( w'), it follows that A', i- 1, ..-, r f 1, Fck ,
k E I( F), is a nonnegative solution to the system of linear equations

(4.3) ~~, k I f( w~)1
~~. ~x

La4J - LOJ, 1 L I J w. rif.l 0 I
if X- u~F , and that A', i- l, ..., r t I, faw , k E I( F), a' is a nonnegative solution
to the system of linear equations

(4.4) ,~' A Lil i~)J
} w,. ~íI i~4 [ 0]

f a L ~ J - L O J
if X- wF" or X- F'. Thc system ( 4.3) or (4.4) has a line segment of solutions
corresponding to a line segment of points x -~; A;w' in (r, assuming nondegeneracy.
At an end point of solutions one of the variables is equal to zero. When A,-O for
some i E{ 1, --~, f t 1), x lies in the facet r opposite the vertex w' of o. This facet lies
either in the boundary of X or is a facet of just one other 1-simplex à in the cell X
with vertices w', j ;f i, and w' ~ w'. Then in the latter case, to continue the path T in
á, a pivoting step is made with ( j( N.' )', 1)'. Suppose r lies in the boundary of X and
X- wF-. Then x is a stationary point of j on K if r lies in F". Otherwise, either T
lies in wG with G a facet of F or r lies in wF". In the first case the path T can be
continued in wG by pivoting ( (a,,)',0)' into ( 4.3), where k is the unique index in
1(G), not in !(F). In the latter casc the path T can be continued in wF" by pivoting
(h', 0)' into (4.3). Now, suppose T lies in the boundary of X and X - wF" or X- F'.
Then, when X - wF", r lies either in wG" for some facet G of F or in F"; and when
X- F', T lies either in G' for some facet G of F or in F". When T is in wG" or G',
the path T can be continued by pivoting (( ak)',0)' into (4.4), where k is the unique
index in I(G), not in I(F). When r lies in F", T is the facet of a unique r-simplex ó
in F' if X- wF" and in wF" if X- F'; and the path T can be continued in U by
making a pivoting step with ( f( w)', 1)' in (4.4), where )v is the vertcx of ó opposite r.

We now consider the case that at an end point of solutions of (4.3) or ( 4.4) we
have that E,.,, - 0 for some k e I( F). Let G be the unique face of K such that 1(G) -
1( F)`{k }. Then with x-~;, A;w' we have that j(x) -~;; Af( w') - -~k~ I~~I N,kak E G',
First, suppose that X - wF . If w e G, then also x e G, since F is a facet of G. Therefore,
w E G implies (x, -j(x)) E G x G`, and hence x is a stalionary point of J on K. In
case w é G or if X- wF" or F', then (r is a facet of a unique ( t f 1)-dimensional
simplex ó in K~G , wG", or G', respectively; and the path can be continued in v by
making a pivoting step with ( j( w)', I)' in (4.3) or ( 4.4), where w is the vertex of á
opposite v.

Finally, we consider the case that in (4.4), a - 0 at an end point. If X - wF" and
w é F, then (r is a facet of a unique ( r f 1)-simplex á in wF- and the path can be
continued in wF by making a pivoting step with ( f( w)', 1)' in (4.4), where w is the
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vertex of n: opposite a. I f X- wF" and w e F or if X - F' , then x -~~ A,w' F F and
j(x)-~, A,j(t`'')--~y-rlr,ll.awe F', so that x is a stationary point of J on K.

This completes the description of how to follow approximately the path S hy
making alternating pivoting and replacement steps for a sequence of adjacent simplices
of varying dimension. When this sequence does not divcrge and terminatcs with a
simplex, it contains a stationary point z of j on K. This point .r is an approximate
stationary point of jon K. To improve the accuracy of the approximation, if necessary,
we can take a finer triangulation of K with the point f as the new starting point w
and apply the same procedure.

S. Convergence condffion. In this section we state a condition under which the
path S is bounded and therefore leads from w to a stationary point of j on K.

LfMMA 5.1. Let (x, y) he a solurion qj the .rt~.ttem
(5.1) R(x.}')-0. (x.Y)EF'x(F'}(h)).
Ijx i.t nol a .tlatinnary poinl, then

r' p 1 0

jor anl~ nonzem rectnr r in Ihe cnne C tuch that (a;)'r - 0 jnr all i e I( F).
I'roaf. The point }~ in F` f(h) is equal to R'.~. f ah for some vector fe ? 0 and

number a ~0, where B denotes the submatrix of A consisting of lhe column vectors
a, for i E I( F). Since x is not a stationary point, a ~ 0. Then

r'y - r' ( BN. f ah)-( B'r )'fc f ah'r - ah'r ~ 0
by the choice of h. 0

CONDITION 5.2. There is a set U ~ R" such rhar U fl K is bounded and jor each
point x e K `U Ihere is a nonzero vector i in C fl { r e R" ~(a, )'r - 0 ij ( a, )'x - h, } sati.cjying

~~j(x)?0.
LEMMA 53. Under Conditian 5.2 the path S daes not diverge.
Prnof. Suppose the contrary. Then there is a solution (z, y) of the systcm (4.I)

such that re F'`U for some face F, since the continuity of the function j requires
the x-component to diverge. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1 and Condition 5.2, we see that
i'( j(z) fy) ~ 0 for some vector i, which contradicts the statement that (z, y) is a
solution of (4.1). 0

6. Stafionary polnt problems on ~ Cartesian producf of a polytope and a poly-
hedron. We consider a stationary point problem defined on the Cartesian product of
a polytope and a polyhedron. The product is again a polyhedron and the discussion
of Qb 3, 4, and 5 could still be applied to this case. However, it will be quite useful to
consider it separately because a lot of problems are defined on such product sets. Let

K, -{x, e R"~ ~ A~x, ~ 6, }
be a nonempty polytope and let

KZ -{xie R"~ ~ A i.ri ~ hz}
be a nonempty, convex, unbounded, and pointed polyhedron, with A, an n, x m, matrix
and h, an m,-vector for i - 1, 2. We consider the stationary point problem for a
continuous function j from K, x K2 to R"~ x R"~. We denote j(.r) by j(x) -
( j,(x,, xZ), jz(x, , xz)). Then (x,, xz) E K, x Ki is a stationary point of J on K, x K2 if

(z, -x,)'j,(x,, zj)} (zz-x2)f2(x,, x2)?0
for any point (z,, z2) E K, x Kz.
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In the same way as in the preceding sections, we will construct a GPDM hy
introducing an artificial hyperplane and corresponding halfspaces defined by

H"-{(x~, r:)e R"~`"llh2xzph~~l.
where a is -, 0, and f when p is s, -, and ?, respectively. h, --Azy for some fixed
positive vector y, and h„~0 is choscn such that the interior of the halfspace la
contains all vertices of K, x Kz as well as the starting point w- (w,, wz). Note that
hirz ~ 0 for any nonzero vector rz in the set

Cz-{rzER"'~i1;rz50}

of directions of rays of Kz, which we have seen is a pointed cone. It is clear that a
face F of K, x Kz is itself a Cartesian product of faces of K, and Kz, which we will
denote by F, and F,, respectively. Let

~z- t: E R"' hrrz p ho}.
where n is -, tl, and f when p is ~, -, and ?, respectively. We define

F~ - Fz fl H; for a- -, 0, and f.
Then

F" - F, x FZ for ~r --, 0, and f.

It is also clear that the normal cone F` corresponding to a face F of K is given by

F;-F~xFi.

where F' and F' are defined with respect to K,c R"~ and Kzc R"~, respectively.
Thus, with the dual operator d defined as follows, we obtain a GPI)M:

(w(F,xFi))"-F;`xF2 if wéF,xFztK;

( w( F, x F?))'' - F; x( Fi f(hz)) if Fz is an unbounded face of Kz;
( F, x F2 )" - F' x( F? f(hz)) if Fz is an unbounded face of Kz ;
(F,xFj)d-Q) if wéF,xFz~K;
(F, x F;)" -0 if Fz is an unbounded face of Kzi

({K'})d -0.

The collection ..fl of cells, each cell being the Cartesian product of a primal cell and
its dual, is clearly a subdivided (n,fnzfl)-manifold. The boundary a-~f contains
{( w, , wz)} x( R"~ x R"~`{( w, , wz)}`). It also contains ( F, x Fz) x( F' x Fi ) for all faces
F, of K, and for all faces Fz of Kz when ( w,, wz) is not a vertex of K; and when
( w, , wz) is a vertex of K, it contains ( F, x Fz) x( F! x Fi ) for all faces F, of K, not
equal to {w,} and for all faces Fz of Kz not equal to {wz}. Therefore, when the starting
point w-(w,,wz) is not a stationary point, the point (x,,xz.y,.y2)-
( w, , wzs -j,( w, , wz), -jz( w, , wz)) lies in the boundary ~~i.,ll~ of ~.,K~ and under the regular
value assumption there is a path leading from it to either a stationary point or to
infinity. Thus, in exactly the same way as in the preceding sections, the problem is
now reduced to tracing lhe path S of solutions to the system

(I~(x~.xz),Iz(Xl.x:))f(YI.Yz)-0, (x1,xz.Y~.Yz)EI~I.
The remarkable feature of this path is shown in the following lemma, where

S, -{x -(x, , x2) ~ (x, , xz, y, , yz) e S for some (y, , yz) e R"~ `"~}.
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Lr:MMn 6.1. Ij (z, , x`z) E S, fl H', rhen z, i.c a stalinnary poinr fnrj,( ., z,) an K,,
i.e., z~J,(z,,zz)~x~j,(z,,zz) jarall x,e K,.

Proof. Since (z,, zz)E H', it is in F, x Fi for some face F, of K, and some
unbounded face Fz of Kz. By the construction of the GPDM,

(-ji(.Yi, xz). -Í:(xi. x:))E Fw x(Fi f(hz)).

This mcans that z, is a stationary point for j,(.,zz) on K,. p
LF.MMn 6.2. Let (z,, zzi y",, yz) he a poinf oj S. SuppOSe that (z,,.rz) i.c nal o

starionary pOint and zz lies in Hi . Then

rípz ~ 0

jor any nonzero vecror rz in rhe cone Cz such rhal (az,)'rz - 0 K~henever (az1)'zz - h,;,
where az; is the inc ~nlumn ajAz and h,, is rhe inc ~nmponenr ojhz.

Proof. Let Bz be the submatrix of Az consisling of the columns n,, such that
(az; )'zz - hzi. Then yz - B,~ f ahz for some veclor ia ~ 0 and real numher a? 0. Since
(z,, zz) is in H' and is not a stationary point, we have a ~ 0 by Lemma 6.1. Therefore,

ríy'z - rí( BzN f ahz) - ahírz 10. p

.CONDITION 6.3. There i.c a.cer Uze R"r such rhar Uzfl Kz i.c haunded and jor each
poinr zz e Kz` Uz one oj rhe jollowing candirions holds:

(1) there is no stationary point jnr j,( .,.xz) on K,,
(2) jor each poinl x, e K, , lhere i.c a nonzero veclar iz in Cz (1 { rz E R"~ ~ ( az; )'rz - 0

ij (a21)'xz - h:;} such rhat iíj~i(x~ . xz) ~ 0.
TIIFOReM 6.4. Under Condition 6.3 the path S daes not diverge.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there is a point (X, , x,) E S, fl H' such that

zz é Uz. By Lemma 6.1, .z, is a stationary point forj,( ., zz) on K, . Therefore, condition
(2) must be satisfied at this point, so that for some nonzero vector iz in C.(1
{rze R":~(a„)'rz-0 if (az,)'zz- ózi} we must have

r:h(xi . xz) ? O.

On the other hand, we have seen in Lemma 6.2 that

r2j2( x~ ..Y?) - r2( - 1'i) G 0.

This is a contradiction. 0

7. Linear stalionary point problems. In this section, we consider a special but
important case where the function j from K to R" is an afline function, i.e., jlx)-
Qx t q, where Q is an n x n matrix and q is an n-vector. For simplicily of nntation
we confine ourselves to the linear stationary point problem defined on a polyhedron
instead of the product of a polytope and a polyhedron. As for complementary pivoting
algorithms for solving a lincar complementarity problem, we show that if the matrix
Q is copositive plus on the polyhedral cone C and the problem has a stationary point,
the path does not go to infinity and consequently leads to one of the stationary points.

DFFINITInN 7.1. The matrix Q is copositive plus on C if
(1) r'Qr z O for any r e C,
(2) (QfQ')r-0 if rEC and r'Qr-O.
LFMMA 7.2. There exi.cts na point x e K such Ihar Q.Y f q--A~e jnr .cnme venor

~c ? 0 ij and only ij there i.c o ( u, u ) e R" x R"' .cuch Ihat u e C, Q'u - Au, h'u t q'n ~ 0,
and u ~ 0.
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Prnnj There exists no point x in K satisfying Qx f q- -A'e for some N? 0 if
and only if the system

(7.1) A'(x,-x:)~h. Q(x~--Ya)fQ--AN,, Yi.x:.1~~0

is not solvable. f3y Farkas' Alternative Theorem, we have an equivalent statement to
(7.1): the fallowing system:

(7.2) Q'v-Au-O, A'v~0, u?0, 6'ufq'v~0

is solvable. This means the existence of a point v in C such that Q'v - Au and
h'u f q'v ~ 0 for some u~ 0. 0

LI-MMn 7.3. Ler Q be cnpnsirive plus nn C. Ijrhe parh S i.c unbnunded and dnes nnr
cnnrnin a pnínr which pmvides a .crarinnnrv pninl, rhen rhere are nn srarinnarv pninr.c.

Prnoj Suppose S is unbounded, then there are (x, y) E S and ( r, y) ~ 0 such that
(x, y) f p(x, j~) e S for any Q~ 0. Then

(7.3) 1'fQr-O.

Moreover, as (3 increases, (x, y) f p(.r, }~) will be entirely contained in a cell F` x
( F' f(h)) for some face F ~ K. Here nole that z;~ 0 because the contrary would yield
(x, y) - 0. Then we have

x e F'

y -}~' f J1h for somc y' e F' and some ,1 ? 0,

and
XECfi{rE R"~(Q,)'r-~ if (O,)'X-h~)

y-y'fNh

Therefore, we have

for some y e F' and some ia ? 0.

z'Qz - z' Í- j~ ) - z' ( -Y' - Ith ) - -Ea.f'h.

Suppose p. ~ 0. By the choice of h and since z e C, we have p..Y'h ~ 0, which contradicts
that Q is copositve plus on C. Therefore,'.1. - 0 and x'Qz - 0. If a- 0, then y -}~' e F'.
This means that the point x is a stationary point. Since we have assumed that S does
not contain such a point, we see that A~ 0. Since z'Qx - 0 implies ( Q f Q')z - 0,
we have

Q'x--QX-y-y'}wh-y'e F'.

In other words, there is some vector u satisfying

Q'x - Au,

(7.4) u,z0 for ie 1(F),

u, -0 for ré 1(F).

We also have

(7.5 ) X ~ ( - y ) - fr' ( Qx f 4) - x'Q'x f q'fc - x' (- Qx ) -F q'~T - x'y' -F q'i.

On the other hand, since fre Cfl (re R"~(a,)'r-0 if (a,)'x- 6,) and y'e F',

(7.6) ~'(-}~)-yr'(-y'-ah)--~'y'-A.'r'h--aR'hc0.
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From (7.5) and ( 7.tí) we have x'j~ f q'.t c 0. Since x E F`, we also have that A'x f s - b
for some slack variable vector s satisfying

s,~0 for iE I(F),

s,-0 for ie 1(F).

Then

b'ufq'Trcó'u-x'j~-(A'xfs)'u-x'(-Qx)
(7.7)

-x'Auts'u-x'(Q'z)-x'(Au-Q'z)fs'u-0.

From (7.4), (7.7), and Lemma 7.2, we conclude that there are no stationary points. 0
The algorithm for tracing the piecewise linear path S, being linear on cach cell

of ..K, is quite similar to that proposed in Yamamoto [8j for solving linear stationary
point problems on polytopes. We will only give an outline here. Suppose we are at a
point (x, y) on the path, i.e., `

(7.8) Qxtqty-0, (x,y)eXxX",

for some cell X x X" of ..K. By the decomposition theorem of a polyhedron, each point
of a polyhedron is a sum of two points: a convex combination of vertices of the
polyhedron and a nonnegative cornbination of directions of extreme rays. Let U and
R be the sets of vertices and extreme rays of X, respectively. Then a point x e X is
written as

x - ~ ~1Yu t ~ cr,r,
YF (I IC R

E aY - I,
uf (f

A Y Z(), Q, ? ~.

On the other hand, X" is the cone gcnerated by coefficient vectors a, of binding
constraints of the face corresponding to X and the vector h. Then a point y E X" is
written as

Y - ~ ~;a;, p.; i' 0

if we denote h by a,,. Therefore, ( 7.8) has a solution if and only if the system

(7.9) ~~Y[~u]}~-Q~[ pr]}~.1~~[~] - L Iq J ,

A~. ~ ~, a. ~ 0, l~, ~ 0
has a solution (A, Q, ~.). It should be noted here that a vertex of X is either the starting
point w or a vertex of some face of K- corresponding to X and that an extreme ray
of X is also an extreme ray of some face of K. More precisely,

U -{ w} ~J {vertices of F- }, R- 0 when X- wF ,

U- { w} U{vertices of F"}, R-~ when X- wF",
U -{vertices of Fo), R- {extreme rays of F} when X- F'.

In every case a vertex or an extreme ray can be generated in need when we keep in
storage the index set of binding constraints, including H" -{x e R" ~ h'x - h„), determin-
ing the face F.
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Suppose we are at an cnd point of the line segmcnt or halllinc of the path within
X x X`'. Since the path is linear within X x X'', an appropriate choice of the ohjective
function c,x f c,.v makes the current end point the unique maximal solution of the
linear program:

max c, x f c,,v,

s.L x-~;A„uf~;a,r,

v - ~. l~~a;.

~, A„ ~ Qu~ f ~ a. ~ ~r~ } ~ l~, ~ ~~~ - ~ IQ~.
~M?LLL

(). a.?0. Fi~~O.

In fact, the outward normal vector at the point (.r, y) to X x X'' may scrve as (c„ c,.).
Then the other end point, when the path within X x X`I is a line segment, or the
diverging direction, when it is a halfline, can be found by solving the following linear
minimization program:

min c,x f c,.v,

s.t. x-~, A,.u f~ a,r,

y - ~. Il~a~.

~a„~~u J f~.~.~~r J f~.W L ~j J -1 [Q J .

a,. ~ fi. ~. ~ ~. Fi, ? 0.

LLL

From this we see that solving the problem is a typical application of the Dantzig-Wolfe
dccomposition principle for largc structured linear programs. By solving a sequence
of these problems we can trace the path and finally, after a finite number of iterations,
we meet with an end point of the path or find that the path goes to infinity.
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